Security solutions for every business.

Right for you today. And tomorrow.
How smart security solutions protect your business.

With an Axis end-to-end surveillance solution, you can rest easy. Whether your business is very small or quite a bit larger, you're well-protected against intruders, break-ins, vandalism, espionage and anything else coming at you. Plus your life as a business owner becomes easier in several smart ways.

“End-to-end” means you buy a complete security system tailored to your specific needs from Axis. Or a hundred cameras and other networked security devices – all watching over your premises, day and night. And all thoroughly tested and validated by Axis for reliable operation.

At the heart of the system, the Axis video management software coordinates the operation of all other components and makes them easy to use.

World-renowned Axis network surveillance cameras come in a wide variety of versions: Fixed outdoor cameras, discrete dome cameras, panoramic cameras, positioning cameras that follow an unwanted activity – even thermal cameras that can see in complete darkness. They will all see what needs to be seen.

Loudspeakers in the network help deter intruders by addressing them with live or pre-recorded audio messages.

Door stations at entrances let you identify and communicate with visitors audio-visually, leaving you in full control of access to your premises.

A powerful recorder, with advanced software, acts as the mastermind of your system. It captures and stores all video and audio activity of interest to you for live or subsequent review – from your phone, tablet or laptop.

And Axis analytics applications help cameras differentiate between bad and benign activities around your premises – and determine whether or not to record what’s going on and alert you. They can even read and interpret license plates on vehicles.

All in all, your Axis end-to-end surveillance solution will keep your business protected – no matter what. And you’re free to combine the various components as you see fit, today and in the future. As you grow, or your needs change, so will your system.
If you run a small business, AXIS Companion is the ideal network surveillance solution for you. It's remarkably easy to install, operate, maintain and expand. And because it's truly an end-to-end solution, everything you need is included:

- You get an unlimited selection of Axis network video cameras and other IP-based security devices. They are the vigilant eyes and ears monitoring your premises at all times.
- You get a video recorder that tracks all your cameras and devices simultaneously and stores all footage safely.
- And you get the free Axis Companion software. It lets you manage every aspect of the system with intuitive ease – from controlling user access to customizing real-time notifications whenever suspicious activity is detected.
- It allows you to access live or recorded video from anywhere – on your smartphone, tablet or laptop. You can opt to view through a single camera or create a split feed from all cameras at once on your screen.

Easy to install, operate, maintain and expand.
Naturally.
AXIS Camera Station is a more powerful network surveillance solution.

It's specifically designed for small, midsized and larger installations protecting, for example, retail stores, hotels, schools and manufacturing plants.

It gives you exactly the level of security you need in the form of a complete, flexible and scalable system.

If you decide later to add other IP-based security devices – door stations, audio devices, radar detection, and so on – or extend reach by adding more cameras or devices, it's very easily achieved. You can also add sophisticated Axis analytics that significantly improves operator effectiveness.

AXIS Camera Station software is very powerful, with capacity for up to 100 cameras and other IP-based security devices. Yet, it's just as easy and intuitive to use as AXIS Companion. Anyone can manage the system, access video feeds, handle incidents, and quickly export high-definition evidence.
A surveillance solution that keeps up with your business.

Deciding whether to get AXIS Companion or AXIS Camera Station as your end-to-end security solution is not only a matter of size. Even more important is what security issues you have and how they can be best addressed.

Do you require a single camera to protect your business – or many? Do you have a single location to protect – or several? Do you need cameras only – or a combination of cameras and other security devices? And what if your needs change? Axis makes the answers easy.

AXIS Camera Station requires a licensing fee. In return, you get all the power you’ll need for a long time. Many more cameras can be connected and monitored, along with other IP-based security devices such as radar detection, door stations and controllers for access control with two-way video and audio, and network speakers for deterring intruders.

When you install an Axis end-to-end surveillance solution, you know it will stay with you – grow and change with you – for many years to come.

An Axis end-to-end solution can easily be adapted to your growing business and changing needs. This means you can start out with a basic system using the free AXIS Companion software and just a few cameras and devices. And then seamlessly add more of them as you go – whenever you need them.

Once your system reaches a certain size and complexity, you simply transition to the more powerful AXIS Camera Station software. No new cameras – it’s a smooth move.
Your choice of Axis network security products is virtually endless.
Network cameras
Whether your business needs the security of sturdy outdoor cameras, positioning cameras, discreet dome cameras for sensitive environments, thermal imaging cameras or panoramic cameras, there's an Axis network camera that meets your requirements. It's what you'd expect from a world leader.

Access control
An Axis access control system lets you control who enters your premises. You can see, identify and communicate with visitors remotely. Because it's based on open standards, it readily lets you use any third-party hardware, such as card readers and audiovisual door stations.

Audio
With network speakers added to your surveillance system, you can further improve security. A remote audio solution lets you address people and deter unwanted activity around your premises – using live or pre-recorded callouts.

Recorders
Axis network video recorders are adapted to the wide range of Axis network security products. They're reliable, easy to install, and they capture high-definition footage and clear audio. The recorders are preloaded with all the necessary video management software – AXIS Companion or AXIS Camera Station.

Analytics
With Axis video analytics applications, your surveillance becomes proactive. They help your security staff protect your property. The applications can, for example, detect trespassers or loiterers and automatically notify a guard or play a message through loudspeakers. They also help reduce bandwidth and storage use by sending and recording only video that is of interest.
Business owners everywhere trust Axis for their security needs.

“A smarter safer world.” This has been the guiding star for Axis ever since the company was founded back in 1984.

It was the birth of using network technology to connect devices and turn them intelligent – known today as the Internet of Things (IoT).

Applied to surveillance and security, this was a game-changer. Business owners with an internet connection could now watch what was going on at their premises from anywhere in the world. And for those who already had a large CCTV system, Axis created network encoders so they, too, could use the latest IP technology.

Today, Axis has become the world’s leading provider of network surveillance solutions for businesses of all types and sizes.

Cameras are, obviously, essential to surveillance. Axis offers a wide variety of them – outdoor cameras, positioning cameras, panoramic cameras, fixed dome cameras, thermal cameras, and many more.

But good security requires more. So in recent years, Axis has branched out to encompass video management software for analyzing video feeds, audio solutions for deterring intruders, and access control using audiovisual door stations and controllers. Security as a service is another example, allowing you to subscribe to the solution best suited to your needs.

And advanced cybersecurity software will help protect your protection setup from hackers and other cyber threats.

All Axis solutions are based on open IP standards. This means that if you have complex surveillance needs that require an even more advanced and customized video management system one of our specialized partners can readily provide it for you. No need to replace any existing network of cameras and other devices.

Choosing an end-to-end surveillance solution from Axis is simply one of the safest investments you can make. Business owners around the world would agree.
About Axis Communications

Axis enables a smarter and safer world by creating network solutions that provide insights for improving security and new ways of doing business. As the industry leader in network video, Axis offers products and services for video surveillance and analytics, access control, intercom and audio systems. Axis has more than 3,800 dedicated employees in over 50 countries and collaborates with partners worldwide to deliver customer solutions. Axis was founded in 1984 and has its headquarters in Lund, Sweden.

For more information about Axis, please visit our website www.axis.com.